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This paper presents a systematic analysis of the inherent uncer-
tainty in internal dose calculations for radiopharmaceuticals.
A generic equation for internal dose is presented, and the uncer-
tainty in each of the individual terms is analyzed, with the relative
uncertainty of all terms compared. The combined uncertainties
in most radiopharmaceutical dose estimates will be typically at
least a factor of 2 and may be considerably greater. In therapy
applications, if patient-individualized absorbed doses are calcu-
lated, with attention being paid to accurate data gathering and
analysis and measurement of individual organ volumes, many
of the model-based uncertainties can be removed, and the total
uncertainty in an individual dose estimate can be reduced to a
value of perhaps 610%–20%. Radiation dose estimates for dif-
ferent diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals should be appreciated
and considered, but small differences in dose estimates between
radiopharmaceuticals should not be given too much importance
when one is choosing radiopharmaceuticals for general clinical
use. Diagnostic accuracy, ease of use, image quality, patient
comfort, and other similar factors should predominate in the
evaluation, with radiation dose being another issue considered
while balancing risks and benefits appropriately.
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Radiation dose estimates for radiopharmaceuticals are
widely reported by different groups and individuals, using
various modeling assumptions and computational techniques.
The reported estimates are mean or median values for large
populations of individuals and are sometimes reported with
uncertainty estimates but usually as observed standard devia-
tions (SD) and coefficients of variation for the group of
subjects studied. In this paper, a systematic analysis of the
inherent uncertainty in internal dose calculations for
radiopharmaceuticals is presented. Each term of the dose

equation is evaluated for its individual uncertainty, and an
overall uncertainty is then evaluated (although not calcu-
lated analytically via classic error propagation, for reasons
that will be explained).

To evaluate the overall uncertainty in a radiation dose
estimate, one must consider the uncertainty in each of the
contributing terms. (Note that the generic word dose in this
article may refer to a number of dose quantities, such as
absorbed dose, equivalent dose, or effective dose. Most of
the analysis in this paper regards the mean dose to whole
organs—currently the most widely used quantity in internal
dose analysis. Later, some brief discussion of the uncertainty
in dose calculations at the tissue or cell level is provided, but
a systematic analysis of uncertainty in these applications is
not treated.) A generic equation for the average absorbed
dose in a target region T (e.g., an organ or tissue with radio-
pharmaceutical uptake) may be shown as:

DT 5

k ÃS +
i

yi Eiui

mT
; Eq. 1

where DT is mean absorbed dose (Gy or rad) to a target
region of interest; ÃS is the time–activity integral of the
activity within the source region (Bq s) or (mCi h); yi is
the number of radiations with energy Ei emitted from the
radionuclide per nuclear transition ([Bq s]21 or [mCi h]21);
Ei is the mean energy of the ith radiation (MeV); fi is the
fraction of energy emitted for the ith radiation in a source
region that is absorbed in the target region, also sometimes
called absorbed fraction; mT is the mass of the target region
(kg or g); and k is the proportionality constant (Gy kg Bq21

s21 MeV21 or rad g mCi21 h21 MeV21).
The quantity ÃS (sometimes called cumulated activity)

represents the integral of AS(t), the time-dependent activity
within the source region:

ÃS 5

Z N

0

ÃSðtÞ dt 5 A0

Z N

0

fSðtÞ dt; Eq. 2

where A0 is the activity administered to the patient at time
t 5 0, and fS(t) may be called the fractional distribution
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function for a source region (i.e., the fraction of adminis-
tered activity present within the source region at time t). In
many instances, the function fS(t) may be modeled as a sum
of exponential functions:

fSðtÞ 5 f1 e 2 ðl11lpÞt1 f2 e 2ðl21lpÞt1 � � �1 fN e 2 ðlN1lpÞt;

Eq. 3

where the terms f1. . .fN represent the fractional uptake of
the administered activity within the first to Nth components
of the source region, l1. . .lN represent the biologic elimi-
nation constants for these same components, and lP repre-
sents the physical decay constant for the radionuclide of
interest. Other functional expressions may be used to rep-
resent the fractional distribution function, but exponentials
are most commonly encountered.

A generalized expression for calculating internal dose,
which may describe the equations shown in publications by
different authors, is given by the following equation:

D 5 N · DF; Eq. 4

where N is the number of nuclear transformations that oc-
cur in source region S (identical to ÃS), and DF is a dose
factor. The factor DF contains the various components
shown in the formula above for dose other than cumulated
activity, namely the decay data and absorbed fractions (f’s),
which are derived generally using Monte Carlo simulation
of radiation transport in models of the body and its internal
structures (organs, tumors, etc.):

DF 5

k +
i

yi Eiui

mT
; Eq. 5

As written, the above equations give only the dose from 1
source region (S) to 1 target region (T), but they can be
generalized easily to multiple source regions:

DT 5

k +
S

ÃS +
i

yi EiuiðT)SÞ

mT
: Eq. 6

Let us take the terms in Equation 6 one by one and
evaluate the relative uncertainty of each. We will discuss
the terms in order of increasing uncertainty.

CONVERSION FACTOR, K

The factor k has zero uncertainty. It is an analytic quan-
tity based on known conversion constants. The proportion-
ality constant k includes the various factors that are needed
to obtain the dose in the desired units, from the units used
for the other variables, and it is essential that this factor is
properly calculated and applied. For example, if we want

the dose rate in rad/h, and we have used units of mCi for
activity, MeV for energy, and g for mass, the conversions
that are needed are:

k 5
3:7 · 104 dis

s-mCi

3; 600 s

h

rad-g

100 erg

1:6 · 1026 erg

1 MeV

5 2:13
rad-g

mCi-h-MeV
: Eq. 7

If instead we want the dose rate in mGy/s, and we have
used units of MBq for activity, MeV for energy, and kg for
mass, the conversions that are needed are:

k 5
1 dis

s-MBq

Gy-kg

1 J

1:6 · 10 213 J

1 MeV

1;000 mGy

Gy

5 1:6 · 10210 mGy-kg

MBq-s-MeV
: Eq. 8

DECAY DATA TERMS, YI AND EI

The uncertainty in the terms yi and Ei is low and mostly
negligible, in comparison with uncertainties in the other
terms, which we will discuss next. For some low-energy
and low-abundance emissions (e.g., Auger electrons), the
uncertainty may be considerable but will generally not be
important to final estimates of calculated dose for an organ,
when all errors are included. Table 1 shows decay data for
99mTc, as taken from the Brookhaven National Laboratory
National Nuclear Data Center decay data compendium. The
values in italics to the right of any number (if given)
provide 1 SD of uncertainty for the rightmost digits of a
given number. For example, the last 2 numbers in the first
row are 0.447% 6 0.011% and 1.08E205 6 3E27.

PHYSICAL MODEL–RELATED TERMS, f AND M

The other 3 terms in the equation, namely f (or absorbed
fraction), N (or ÃS), and mT, contribute most of the uncer-
tainty to an internal dose calculation. The absorbed fraction

TABLE 1
Photon Component of Decay Data for 99mTc

Parameter Energy (keV) Intensity (%) Dose (MeV/Bq-s)

XR l 2.42 0.447 11 1.08E-5 3

XR ka2 18.251 2.14 6 3.91E-4 11

XR ka1 18.367 4.07 12 7.47E-4 21
XR kb3 20.599 0.330 10 6.79E-5 20

XR kb1 20.619 0.639 18 1.32E-4 4

XR kb2 21.005 0.145 4 3.04E-5 8

g1 140.511 1 89.06 0.1251
g2 142.63 3 0.0187 18 2.7E-5 3

Data are taken from Brookhaven National Laboratory National
Nuclear Data Center Decay Data Compendium (http://www.nndc.

bnl.gov/). Italics provide 1 SD of uncertainty for rightmost digits.
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and mass terms used in most internal dose calculations are
based on standardized individuals, that is, reference man,
reference woman, reference pediatric individuals, and so
on. The anthropomorphic models, or phantoms, that have
been derived to represent these standard individuals, when
used in these calculations, provide doses to the supposedly
median individual in a reference group. Nuclear medicine
patients vary substantially in body size and shape, and the
dose estimates for these standard individuals are accurate
for only a small percentage of the individuals encountered
in actual practice. The currently available anthropomorphic
models are stylized and incorporate mathematic-equation–
based descriptions of organ and body surfaces (Fig. 1, left)
(1). Although more realistic models will soon replace these
stylized models (e.g., Fig. 1, right) (2), these models, as
well, were designed to represent the median individual in a
population, and application to a given individual, or even
the subpopulation of nuclear medicine patients, may result
in considerable uncertainty in the numeric values of dose es-
timated for a given organ for a given radiopharmaceutical.

The most recently recommended reference masses for
organs of adults and children of various ages, used in
designing these reference models, are given in Table 2 (3).
Much literature research and investigation has gone into the
choosing of these reference values, and they are quite
trustworthy as median values for a general population. But
variations for individuals or specific subpopulations must
be appreciated. The OLINDA/EXM computer code (4)
does allow for a first-order scaling of standard phantom
organ doses for individual-subject organ mass, if this is
known (e.g., from CT volumetrics). Such adjustments are
typically applied only in therapy situations, however. The

model shown in the right-hand part of Figure 1 was
designed using nonuniform rational B-spline surfaces (5),
is easily scalable, and so can be modified to model indi-
vidual patients if desired. Such efforts are reasonable to
expend in therapy applications but are not likely to be used
routinely in diagnostic situations.

When standardized phantoms are used with Monte Carlo
radiation transport simulation codes to obtain absorbed
fraction values (or specific absorbed fractions [SAFs],
which are equal to the absorbed fraction divided by the
mass of the target region), the absolute uncertainty in the
calculated absorbed fractions or SAFs can be limited (to
;5% or less) simply by performing a large number of
radiation transport histories. Thus, the inherent uncertainty
is small and somewhat comparable to that for the decay
data. However, the error caused by application of these
SAFs and organ mass values to individuals who are not
well represented by the population median value will thus

FIGURE 1. Stylized anthropomorphic model representing adult
male/female of Cristy/Eckerman phantom series and newer,
realistic anthropomorphic model representing adult male.

TABLE 2
Reference Masses for Organs of Adults

Organ/tissue

Reference

woman (g)

Reference

man (g)

Whole body 60,000 73,000

All skeleton (including marrow) 7,800 10,500
All marrow 2,700 3,650

Brain 1,300 1,450

Right eye 7.5 7.5

Left eye 7.5 7.5
Salivary glands 70 85

Heart with blood 620 840

Right lung 508 642

Left lung 442 558
Liver 1,400 1,800

Gallbladder (wall and content) 56.0 68.0

Stomach (wall and content) 370 400
Spleen 130 150

Right kidney 138 155

Left kidney 138 155

Right adrenal 6.5 7.0
Left adrenal 6.5 7.0

Pancreas 120 140

Left thyroid 8.5 10

Right thyroid 8.5 10
Urinary bladder wall 40 50

Breast 500 25

Thymus 20 25
Esophagus 35 40

Gonads 11 35

Uterus 80 17

Small intestine wall 600 650
Small intestine contents 280 350

Right colon wall 145 150

Right colon contents 160 150

Left colon wall 145 150
Left colon contents 80 75

Rectosigmoid wall 70 70

Rectosigmoid contents 80 75

Data are from ICRP Publication 89 (3).
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be as much as the individual’s body geometry varies from
the median. Table 3 shows the variability of organ mass for
several organs in men, as reported by de la Grandmaison
et al. (6).

In a presentation to the Society of Nuclear Medicine in
2007, Gesner et al. (7) reported data from a study involving
the scaling of a phantom representing the median (50th
percentile) individual to individuals of the 10th, 25th, 75th,
and 90th percentiles. Their preliminary data suggested that
absorbed fractions for many organs vary by about 0.5%–
1.0% per kilogram change in total body mass (Fig. 2) (7),
although actual deviations of photon-absorbed fractions
from those of the median individuals depended on the
photon energy. This group is performing a systematic study
of how SAFs vary with changes in body size, both in
normal-weight and in obese individuals, across the adult
and pediatric populations and will soon have more results.
These results can finally provide some understanding of the
true variability of the SAFs across the nuclear medicine
population.

BIOKINETIC PARAMETERS, N (OR ÃS)

The function representing the uptake and clearance of
radiopharmaceuticals is usually modeled as a sum of
exponential functions, including terms representing the
fractional uptake of the administered activity for different
components of the source region (f1. . .fN), terms represent-
ing the biologic elimination constants for these same
compartments (l1. . .lN), and the physical decay constant
for the radionuclide of interest (lP). This last term has low
uncertainty, comparable to that for other decay data. The
terms fi and li are fitted parameters, usually derived from a
computer program that performs a regression of the com-
plete retention function against observed data. The com-
plete function,

fSðtÞ 5 f1 e2ðli1lpÞt 1 f2 e2ðl21lpÞt1 � � �1 fN e2ðlN 1lpÞt;

Eq. 9

will then be integrated to obtain the cumulated activity
(number of disintegrations in source region S) ÃS:

ÃS 5

Z N

0

ÃSðtÞ dt 5 A0

Z N

0

fSðtÞ dt; Eq. 10

and thus the uncertainties in each term will be propagated.
However, although the uncertainty in the fitted parameters
for the individual retention functions is appreciable, what is
more often characterized is simply the empirically observed
variability in values of ÃS when data are observed in a given
number of individuals studied to determine the kinetics of
a given radiopharmaceutical. Standardized dose estimates
for diagnostic pharmaceuticals are based on the mean or
median kinetics of a small group of animal or human sub-
jects. In therapy situations, kinetics may be established for
each individual, with tailored dosimetry performed, perhaps
even with scaling of doses to account for known individual
organ masses, if available.

The first step in fitting biokinetic data is simply the data
acquisition. Siegel et al. (8) discuss some of the strengths
and limitations of the various data-gathering methods avail-
able in this discipline. Influences on the quality of the data
include inherent system limitations on energy resolution,
then degradation of spatial resolution because of collimator
septal penetration by high-energy photons (if present in the
decay scheme), data loss due to scatter and attenuation, and
of course the inherent statistical variability in any mea-
surement of a radioactive source. The magnitude of quan-
tification errors has been reported by several authors for
planar (conjugate view) imaging as being a few percentage
points for large objects to tens or hundreds of percentage
points for small objects with low source-to-background
contrast (9–14). Generally better results, with perhaps
10%–30% uncertainty for objects of various sizes, have
been reported with the use of high-quality SPECT quanti-
tative imaging (11,15–17). Uncertainties in individual data

TABLE 3
Reported Variability of Organ Mass for Several Organs in

Men, According to Subject Height

Organ 144,H,165 165,H,175 176,H,190

Heart 344 6 75 360 6 75 381 6 56
Right lung 616 6 20 625 6 207 741 6 274

Left lung 523 6 190 551 6 178 658 6 257

Liver 1,455 6 370 1,637 6 369 1,831 6 384
Spleen 120 6 51 150 6 88 180 6 90

Pancreas 138 6 35 143 6 39 147 6 39

Right kidney 150 6 49 157 6 36 170 6 37

Left kidney 155 6 53 164 6 38 175 6 38
Thyroid 25 6 7 25 6 13 25 6 9

H 5 height (cm).

FIGURE 2. Variations in photon specific absorbed fractions
for different-sized individuals illustrated using liver and lung as
source and target regions, respectively, near median individual
size (57 kg).
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points, however, are not always used in the fitting of the
data in a regression or compartment model; often only the
scatter of the data is included in reported uncertainties in
the fitted parameters from a kinetic analysis. When stan-
dardized biokinetics are used, considerable variability may
be seen across the group of subjects; however, this infor-
mation is rarely documented and presented for diagnostic
studies for individual radiopharmaceuticals. An example of
the observed variability in radiopharmaceutical biokinetics was
given by Breitz et al. (18) for the urinary excretion of 166Ho-
1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetramethylene-
phosphonate in 12 subjects with multiple myeloma (Fig. 3).
Other authors have pointed out that the uptake and retention
of radiopharmaceuticals may vary substantially between
patients (8). Most biokinetic models do not take into account
disease states, functional organ impairment, the influence of
other medications, or other influences that can substantially
alter biokinetics, although the literature includes a few ex-
amples treating of this (e.g., the 1975 report by Cloutier et al.
on the dosimetry of 198Au colloid in various states of liver
disease (19)).

Aydogan et al. (20) evaluated the uncertainty in dose
estimates for an 123I-labeled brain-imaging agent (N-(3-
iodopropen-2-yl)-2b-carbomethoxy-3b-(4-chlorophenyl)
tropane) in 7 healthy adults (5 men and 2 women). Those
investigators reported uncertainties in the fitted biokinetic
coefficients and specific absorbed fractions, as obtained by
first-order error propagation and Latin hypercube sampling
methods. They concluded that variability in individual
biokinetics and in mass could account for a doubling in
the 95% confidence intervals around the point (median)
dose estimates for most organs. They stated that absorbed
doses that any given patient in the broad nuclear medicine
population receives may be up to twice as large as the
reported mean. Figure 4 shows their predicted 95% confi-

dence interval for dose to the liver using Latin hypercube
sampling modeling and taking into account all sources of
uncertainty.

Sparks and Aydogan (21) also evaluated the uncertainties
in the extrapolation of animal data to humans, for 11
radionuclides in 33 radiopharmaceuticals, for which both
extrapolated animal data and subsequent measurements in
humans were available for 115 organs. Table 4 shows their
observations; they found that animal data generally under-
predicted the actual number of disintegrations (and thus
organ self-dose) seen in humans and that the accuracy of
the extrapolation was not particularly strong. No strong
preference was seen for any particular extrapolation
method, but what was most striking was the general lack
of accuracy of the extrapolated data. Not until a factor of 10
tolerance was given were the estimates predictive in close
to 90% of the cases.

CHANGES IN EFFECTIVE DOSE

The concept of effective dose was introduced by the
International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) in 1977 (22). To calculate effective dose, one must
first convert the absorbed dose (Gy or rad) to equivalent
dose (Sv or rem) by applying the appropriate radiation
weighting factors (wR):

HT 5

k ÃS +
i

yi EiuiwRi

mT
: Eq. 11

Then, the effective dose can be calculated as the product
of the individual tissue equivalent doses and the tissue-
weighting factors (wT):

E 5 +
T

HT · wT : Eq. 12

In principle, the effective dose is the dose that, if uni-
formly received by all tissues in the body, gives the same
risk of somatic and genetic effects as did the actual non-
uniform dose pattern received. Although the MIRD Com-
mittee of the Society of Nuclear Medicine does not accept
use of this quantity in nuclear medicine (23), the ICRP has
promoted its use in nuclear medicine for diagnostic agents
(24,25) and the user community has generally accepted its
use. The quantity effective dose was originally derived for
use in radiation protection programs. Although acknowl-
edging the differences in age and sex distributions between
the radiation worker and nuclear medicine patient popula-
tion, the ICRP has endorsed use of the effective dose in
nuclear medicine, noting that ‘‘Despite the wide range of
organ doses in diagnostic nuclear medicine and the differ-
ences in age structure. . .effective dose [can be] used to
provide a relative index of harm for various procedures in
diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine.’’ (26).

FIGURE 3. Urinary excretion of 166Ho-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclo-
dodecane-1,4,7,10-tetramethylene-phosphonate in 12 subjects
with multiple myeloma. (Reprinted from (18).)
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Another interesting, and perhaps unexpected, variability
is introduced when effective doses are calculated using
different tissue-weighting factors. The different tissue-
weighting factor (wT) schemes used by the ICRP over the
past 30 years for the calculation of this quantity are shown
in Table 5. The recommended numeric values have changed
as new information about cancer induction in various popu-
lations has been reported. Thus, given exactly the same
biokinetic model and reference phantom, the effective dose
calculated under 2 different sets of weighting factors will
be different. Table 6 shows the differences between the
dose estimates for various heart agents, using the ICRP
1979 (27) and 1991 (28) recommended weighting factors.

The risk estimates on which the tissue weighting factors
are derived themselves involve large uncertainties. Figure 5
shows an excerpt from the BEIR VII report (29) on the
analysis of radiation dose and effect, depicting the excess
relative risk of all solid cancers from the Japanese bomb
survivors. These values include all solid cancers and are
averaged across both sexes and all ages; the magnitude of
the uncertainties in the point estimates of risk is shown. The
slope of the line is used to indicate the excess relative risk
per unit dose and, eventually, the individual weighting

factors for each organ system. As new information is ob-
tained about cancer incidence and genetic risk, and as doses
are recalculated, these weighting factors change and thus
variability in the effective dose is introduced.

DOSES AT THE TISSUE OR CELL LEVEL

The discussion in this paper treats of average organ dose
estimates, which are used as the basis for most routine
internal dose assessments at present. Doses are also calcu-
lated, at least for research purposes, at the tissue or cellular
level, and other uncertainties may be involved in these
calculations. Rao et al. (30,31) showed that average organ
doses are often clearly inadequate in characterizing dose–
response relationships in tissues. The difference between
average organ doses and tissue-level (sometimes called
small-scale) doses may be substantial, in particular for low-
energy, short-range electrons (32,33) and a-particles (34), for
which cellular level, or ‘‘microdosimetry’’ (35), calculations
may be needed (although average organ doses may also still
be calculated (36), with the uncertainties characterized as
shown in this work). Current trends point toward the idea

FIGURE 4. Ninety-five percent confi-
dence interval predicted by Aydogan
et al. (20) for dose to liver for a single
agent in one patient population, using
Latin hypercube sampling modeling and
taking into account all sources of uncer-
tainty.

TABLE 4
Percentage of Time That Different Scaling Methods Were
Successful in Predicting Human Biokinetics from Animal

Data Within Specified Uncertainty Levels

Uncertainty levelExtrapolation

type 625% 650% 62· 64· 610· 620·

None 18% 30% 39% 62% 84% 92%

Mass 8% 18% 40% 66% 85% 93%

Time 21% 32% 50% 74% 88% 91%
Mass and time 8% 21% 46% 79% 94% 97%

Data are from Sparks and Aydogan 1999 (12). Mass scaling
means extrapolation of animal data based on organ concentrations

and body mass; time scaling means extrapolation of the time scale

based on differences in body mass and assumed metabolic rates.

TABLE 5
Tissue Weighting Factors Recommended by ICRP from

1979 to 2007

Organ ICRP 1979 ICRP 1991 ICRP 2007

Gonads 0.25 0.20 0.08

Red marrow 0.12 0.12 0.12

Colon 0.12 0.12

Lungs 0.12 0.12 0.12
Stomach 0.12 0.12

Bladder 0.05 0.04

Breasts 0.15 0.05 0.12
Liver 0.05 0.04

Esophagus 0.05 0.04

Thyroid 0.03 0.05 0.04

Skin 0.01 0.01
Bone surfaces 0.03 0.01 0.01

Salivary glands, brain 0.01

Remainder of body 0.30 0.05 0.12
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of characterizing individual-patient 3-dimensional dose
distributions within tissues using individualized image data,
so that doses are characterized in small-volume elements
(voxels) (37) and reported as dose distributions or dose–
volume histograms. All the characterizations discussed in
this section have been discussed at some length in the liter-
ature and present interesting challenges to conventional un-
derstandings of radiation dose. They also carry additional
concerns regarding the uncertainty in the reported values;
this issue will be left to other authors to discuss, as the prac-
tices become more widely accepted and routinely practiced.

CONCLUSION

If one could measure internal doses reliably, the uncer-
tainties would be limited to the uncertainty in the capabil-
ities of the measuring device at the dose level detected.
Some attempts have been made in this area (38,39), but at
present no reliable measurements of internal dose have
become routine. Internal dose estimates based on calcula-
tional approaches depend on modeling assumptions, several
of which contain significant uncertainty given the current
state of the art in this area of science. The largest contri-
butions to uncertainty are contained in the following:

• The phantom-related parameters f and mT—the f

values themselves have relatively low uncertainties,

but their application to a population of individuals who
vary from the median represented in the model in-
troduces significant uncertainties, of at least tens of
percentage points.

• The biokinetic parameters inherent in calculation of N
(or ÃS), namely fractional uptake and effective half-time
in organs and the body, vary substantially across indi-
viduals. Variability by a factor of 2 or more is reasonable
to assume for the kinetics of any given radiopharma-
ceutical. If the data are extrapolated from animal data,
the dose estimates tend to underestimate the human dose
estimates, and not until one uses an interval of within a
factor of 10 do the animal data tend to predict the human
organ dose estimates 90% of the time.

• Variations in the tissue-weighting factors over time
introduce an additional uncertainty of up to 20%–40%
in the reported values of effective dose for diagnostic
radiopharmaceuticals.

Thus, the combined uncertainties in any given radiophar-
maceutical dose estimate are typically, at a minimum, a factor
of 2 and may be considerably greater, in general because of
normal human variability, and particularly in disease states.
Similar conclusions have been reached by other authors
(40,41). In therapy applications, if patient-individualized
dosimetry is performed, with attention being paid to accurate
data acquisition, analysis (including image quantification),
processing (i.e., curve fitting), and measurement of individual
organ volumes, many of the model-based uncertainties can
be removed, and the total uncertainty in an individual dose
estimate can be reduced to a value of perhaps 610%–20%
(8). Management of uncertainty includes collection of enough
data points to characterize each phase of uptake or clearance,
acquisition of enough counts for each image, and collection
of data for long enough times. When data are not collected
for a long enough time (e.g., until the retained activity has
decreased to less than 10% of the administered activity), the
available time–activity data must be extrapolated to long
times after the last data point, often assuming only physical
decay after this point and thereby possibly overestimating
cumulated activities and radiation doses.

For diagnostic studies, reliance on standardized models
for biokinetics and for body geometry will probably continue
to be the normal practice, and uncertainties by factors of 2 or
more in any given number are reasonable to assume. We can
propagate errors in dose estimates, using what is known

TABLE 6
Effective Dose Values (mSv/MBq) for Various Heart Agents Based on ICRP 1979 and 1991 Weighting Factors

Weighting

factor 201Tl-Chloride

99mTc-MIBI

resting

99mTc-MIBI

exercise

99mTc-Tetrofosmin

resting

99mTc-Tetrofosmin

exercise 82Rb 13NH3

ICRP 1979 2.3E-01 1.2E-02* 9.6E-03* 1.1E-02* 8.8E-03* 4.8E-03 2.7E-03

ICRP 1991 2.2E-01 9.0E-03 7.9E-03 7.6E-03 7.0E-03 3.4E-03 2.0E-03

*Not reported by ICRP; estimated using ICRP biokinetic data.

FIGURE 5. Excerpt from BEIR VII report, showing excess rela-
tive risk of all solid cancers from Japanese bomb survivors.
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about population variability in body size, but knowledge of
the variability of the biokinetic parameters is often more
limited, and so an analytic propagation using classic methods
was not attempted here. Regardless of the inherent uncer-
tainties, calculated doses result from the careful application
of the best available data and models and provide reasonable
mean values for use in planning. Differences between dose
estimates for any 2 radiopharmaceuticals should be appreci-
ated and considered in the overall planning for the use of
various diagnostic techniques, but small differences in dose
estimates between radiopharmaceuticals should not be given
too much importance when one is choosing radiopharma-
ceuticals for general clinical use. Diagnostic accuracy, ease
of use, image quality, patient comfort, and other similar
factors should predominate, with radiation dose being an-
other important, but not defining, variable in the analysis.
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